
Kent President’s Report 

 

My President’s report is bursting with a great deal of thanks; it’s been a tough year for me, as I have 

had to deal with health issues, but I am pleased that we able to share and celebrate some fantastic 

successes   across Kent over 2018/2019. I trust that we will continue to move forward as a County 

and continue to build on our success in the future. My personal thanks go to all in the hockey 

community for their patience and support. My work for the Association has allowed me to focus on 

something positive and for this, together with your kind support, I am grateful. I personally want to 

extend my thanks to the Management Committee which continues to help make the running of 

leagues and competitions as smooth as possible. 

As ever, thanks go to our sponsor, Faithdean , without whom we would struggle to move forward 

with our agenda. Thanks also go to the KHUA who have helped to guide us through rule changes, 

match issues and importantly allowed us all to play week in week out. Thanks go to the committee 

for help in running our successful County teams, of all ages. With over 60 county side winners of 

their competition. And then Men’s  full county side in the finals in Nottingham.  

A big thank to Holcombe Hockey Club for staging this year’s Kent Final day on the 19th May 2019. It is 

great to be able to share with all the teams their stories of success on League wins, cup wins and 

promotions.   I hope that success for Kent teams continues to grow, as will build on our great junior 

sections in your clubs. It is fantastic to see and a credit to all your hard work. 

I like to thank Alan Atkin for the work on the Kent website, complete with a downloadable 

handbook, for everyone. More development will continue for next season and we ask again for your 

continued support to ensure that we use the functionality this offers to best effect. Your input is 

greatly valued. 

Especial mention needs to be made of Loraine and Charles for their hard work on the constitution. 

And also Loraine standing in and doing the Secretary job as well. And I am also please that Loraine is 

the President of the East next season.  

This has been a great season and we have an Association to be proud of; we look forward to the next 

year! 

Adrian Kearney (President) 

 

 

 


